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With the development and progress of society, pedestrian counts widely used in
public places for emergency measures and data collection, such as control of the
flow of people, design of a shopping mall. Because of the limit of video shooting
angle and the moving target often be obscured, it is difficult to tracking the moving
target. Moreover, due to the action of man is diversity, it is also difficult for
computers to distinguish between people and non people .So research on the key
technologies of precision pedestrian counting has important significance.
The dissertation mainly focuses around the research on some key technologies of
pedestrian recognition and counting system, and the main contents include:
1. In order to overcome the problem of inter-frame difference method extracting
moving object is not complete, the disadvantages of the moving target speed
limit, the shortcomings of background subtraction method overly sensitive to light
and dynamic backgrounds, in this dissertation, we combine with inter-frame
difference method and background subtraction method to make background
automatic updates more reasonable, adapt to the dynamic changes of the
background, detecting moving target more fast, extracting moving target more
complete and reliable, the algorithm also satisfy the real-time requirement.
2. Based on the analysis of several kinds of target tracking methods, the matching
method used is based a linear prediction of the spatial position and the size of
shape. The result of moving target between front and rear frame matching is
good, algorithm has good stability and real-time.
3. According to the characteristics of human head outline nearly circle, we use
Hough algorithm to recognize circle to recognize and count people. When
counting the number of pedestrians, we use a cross-regional count method, thus
overcoming the problem of instability when counting in the cross-line, since the













The experimental results show that the processing speed of improved
background updating method is lower than the traditional background subtraction
method and inter-frame difference method, but rate of false can be reduced by
3% - 4%. The accuracy rate of the count method in pedestrian unidirectional
walking area reaches higher than 94%, which means that the method has certain
practicability.
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